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Abstract. 
As the nuclear world is changing, the non-proliferation and safeguard systems have to change along the 

global development. Nuclear security as well as safety must be involved in all phases. Thus, modernization 

of thinking is a must. State system of accounting for and control of nuclear material (SSAC) is a basis, but 

now it is time to move ahead. Safeguards is not any more only to verify the declared nuclear materials but it 

is to inform the international safeguards society transparently but confidentially about the nuclear fuel cycle 

related activities and trade, and to confirm that there are no undeclared activities related to the nuclear fuel 

cycle in the states. Only strong SSAC with enhanced capabilities, activities and rights can meet the demand.  

 

The proliferation of nuclear weapons is a threat that also urges cooperation at all levels. International, 

regional and state systems must work closely together, and there is need and space for everyone. State 

systems must step forward and take their role as they are key actors. The modern enhanced SSAC combines 

safeguards, security and safety in prevention, detection and response. 

 

Strong SSAC is a prerequisite for peaceful use of nuclear energy in Finland. In Finland, according to the 

law, it is STUK’s duty to maintain and develop SSAC. STUK is keen to fulfil all requirements for the 

strong SSAC. This development work has lead to the decision to build up enhanced SSAC and extending 

cooperation with international and regional counterparts. The national safeguards system performs a 

comprehensive set of safeguards and security activities. The prime objective is to be transparent; 

nevertheless, confidentiality and security of data transmission shall be taken care of at same time. It is 

possible that there will be duplication of work with other actors. This should be seen rather as a completion 

of the work than an obstacle. To minimize duplication, enhanced cooperation is essential and we will 

continue to be proactive in this matter. 

 

Finland is also active in supporting IAEA through safeguards support programme (FINSP), for example 

facilitating training courses for IAEA inspectors in Finnish sites. Enthusiasm and experiences with the view 

of IAEA demands are the driven forces. For example, safeguarding the final disposal of spent fuel is a task 

in which STUK has been pushing forward intensively and openly by searching for solutions and developing 

methods for non-destructive assay.   

 



 
 

 

1. Introduction 
Safeguards applied by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is an important element of the 

global nuclear non-proliferation regime. In the European Union, European commission (EC) has been 

appointed to take care of Community’s safeguards system as stated in Euratom Treaty. According to the 

safeguards agreement ―the Agency, in carrying out its verification activities, shall make full use of the 

Community's system of safeguards‖ [INFCIRC 193]. Last but not least, there is the state safeguards system, 

whose role cannot be underestimated as after all it is the state that is responsible for what happens in the 

country. These three systems, international, regional and state systems forms global nuclear non-

proliferation regime. There is space, there is need and there is work for all these systems. They are not and 

they should not be considered as competitors. They complement each other, but without proper means for 

co-operation and co-ordination they waste time and energy. 

 

The state system of accounting for and control of nuclear material (SSAC) is the governmental body in the 

state responsible for implementing the safeguards agreement with the IAEA. Reliable accounting for and 

control of nuclear material is fundamental to member states’ ability to fulfil their international obligations. 

When a state is committed to the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, it shall take care of necessary 

actions. Traditionally, the state shall ensure that SSAC taking care of accounting and control of nuclear 

materials is effective and equate. Strengthened safeguards can only be fully implemented in states that have 

in force both a comprehensive safeguards agreement and an additional protocol. Thus SSAC must take care 

of measures that surpass nuclear material accounting and control to the area where SSAC is obliged to take 

charge of that there is neither undeclared nuclear material nor undeclared activities in the state. This is not 

possible without co-operation, both at the national and the international level.  

 

For the effective and efficient implementation of IAEA safeguards it is essential that SSACs are as strong as 

possible and that the SSAC authorities and the IAEA work in close co-operation and regional systems are 

not excluded. Full implementation of this strengthened safeguards system requires even more: Co-operation 

with other regimes and comprehensive thinking. Transparency is fundamental, openness and 

broadmindedness are objectives. 

 

2. New demands for modern SSAC 
As the nuclear world is changing, the non-proliferation and safeguard systems have to change along the 

global development. Nuclear security as well as safety must be involved in all phases. Modernization of 

thinking is a necessity. State system of accounting for and control of nuclear material is a basis, but now it 

is time to move ahead. Safeguards is not any more only to verify the declared nuclear materials but it is also 

to inform the international safeguards society transparently but confidentially about the nuclear fuel cycle 

related activities and trade, and to confirm that there are no undeclared activities related to the nuclear fuel 

cycle in the states. The proliferation of nuclear weapons and nuclear terrorism are a threat that also urges 

SSAC to co-operate at all levels, nationally and internationally. The modern enhanced SSAC combines 

safeguards, security and safety in prevention, detection and response. Only strong SSAC with enhanced 

capabilities, activities and rights can meet the demands for modern SSAC.  

 

3. Enhancing SSAC activities in Finland 
Strong SSAC is a prerequisite for peaceful use of nuclear energy in Finland. Nuclear safeguards are applied 

to all materials and activities that can lead to the proliferation of nuclear weapons or sensitive nuclear 

technology. These safeguards include nuclear materials accountancy, control, security and reporting. 

Finland is keen to fulfil all requirements for the strong SSAC. In Finland, it is a national interest that 

nuclear materials remain in peaceful use and there are no undeclared materials or activities. In order to 

uphold our part of the international agreements on nuclear non-proliferation – mainly the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty (NPT) – this regulatory control is exercised by the Nuclear Materials Section of the Finnish 

Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority (STUK).  

 

According to the law it is STUK’s duty to maintain and develop SSAC. SSAC is as strong as its weakest 

point. Therefore STUK as SSAC authority is providing training and seminars to the other parties of Finnish 

SSAC. STUK also encourages all parties to participate and contribute to international activities. SSAC is a 

network which has to have international contacts too. 

 



 
 

STUK performs variety set of inspection and verification activities. These activities include, for example, 

operator’s safeguards system inspections and NDA measurements for spent nuclear fuel. STUK informs 

annually IAEA and EC about its safeguards inspection plan, informs about exact inspection dates at least 

two weeks before the inspection takes place and submits the results of its inspections. Inspections are open 

for IAEA and EC to participate at any time. To facilitate IAEA unannounced inspection, short notice 

random inspections and other short notice activities like complementary access, STUK has created a system 

(―SNUICA
1
‖) to assure that Finland and Finnish nuclear operators can fulfil their obligations. The use of a 

safeguards mailbox is self-evident. STUK is also active in supporting IAEA through Finnish safeguards 

support programme (FINSP), for example facilitating Complementary Access Training courses in Finnish 

sites. STUK continuously explores possibilities to further enhance the cooperation with IAEA as well as 

with EC, with the aim of increasing transparency.  

 

It is seen important to spread information and news about safeguards to everywhere. STUK’s nuclear 

material section participates and contributes nationally and internationally to all areas, which have or may 

have influence on nuclear proliferation or illicit use of nuclear materials and technology there of. It is also 

seen important to assist other SSACs in fulfilling their duties by training and learning from our experiences. 

 

Final disposal of spent nuclear fuel is an area where co-operation must be continuous. Final disposal is 

project of which no-one has experiences yet. Developing safeguards for it is a task where all parties from 

the bottom to the top must be involved. Exchange of information from planning to construction and finally 

to the disposal of spent fuel has been seen indispensable. STUK has been proactive in getting parties 

together to communicate about their needs and wishes.  

 
Additional Protocol to Safeguards Agreements — an integral part of the strengthened safeguards system — 

which requires states to provide an expanded declaration of their nuclear activities, grants the Agency 

broader rights of access, and enables the use of more advanced verification technologies [HH]. STUK and 

Finnish nuclear operators openly provide information about ongoing activities in Finland on a voluntary 

basis. For example, STUK has not hesitated to use the possibility set in the additional protocol article 8 to 

offer IAEA access to a non-nuclear location that has been indicated to be of the interest. The aim is not only 

to fulfil obligations, but do even more whenever it is possible. The information may be confidential, but if it 

increases confidence it will be provided.  

 

4. Promoting cooperation with IAEA, EC and the neighbours 
IAEA is in the focus. It has growing responsibilities and there is ―nuclear renaissance‖ forthcoming. The 

high standard of IAEA safeguards expected from member states cannot be achieved only by working at top 

level. There is need for other actors. The importance of regional systems and especially strong SSACs 

cannot be excluded. In Finland it is seen as a national interest not only to participate but also to promote 

efficient nuclear safeguards taking into account the close connection with security and safety. Developing 

SSAC capabilities walks hand in hand with developing IAEA safeguards.  

 

Finland is active in supporting IAEA through safeguards support programme (FINSP). STUK is responsible 

for the coordination of FINSP tasks. These tasks include for example facilitating training courses for IAEA 

inspectors in Finnish sites and developing methods for non-destructive assay. Enthusiasm and experiences 

with the view of IAEA demands are the driven forces. Safeguards for final disposal of spent fuel is a task in 

which STUK has been pushing forward intensively and openly by searching for solutions and developing 

methods for spent fuel verification and safeguards of geological repositories.  

 

STUK has been proactive in enhancing co-operation both with International Atomic Energy Agency and 

European Commission. STUK has been voluntary supporting IAEA and other countries’ regulatory 

authorities in enhancing their capabilities. STUK cooperation programmes in the area of non-proliferation 

emphasise also the importance of the regional nuclear security environment and of peer-to-peer exchanges 

between the regulatory authorities. Most of the methods of implementing non-proliferation contribute 

directly also to nuclear security.  

 

Finland, like any state, has the responsibility to take measures to prevent illicit trafficking of nuclear and 

                                                      
1
 ―SNUICA‖ is acronym for STUK’s safeguards inspector on duty from Monday to Friday. SNUICA means Short Notice 

Unannounced Inspection Complementary Access.   



 
 

other radioactive materials and sensitive technology, to protect its citizens and to fulfil its obligations under 

international agreements. STUK’s nuclear materials section cooperates closely with the Finnish Customs to 

offer expert advice in the development of radiation monitoring at borders, including training of Customs 

officers. One characteristic of the local conditions – our sharing the EU’s north-eastern border with the 

Russian Federation – has motivated also successful cross-border cooperation between Finnish and Russian 

authorities. This know-how and experiences gained can also be used.  

 

5. Conclusions 
Strong SSACs are essential to fulfil needs for nuclear non-proliferation. Nuclear non-proliferation is not 

only task of IAEA to ensure, cooperation with states and especially with strong SSACs is a prerequisite for 

ensuring that neither nuclear weapons nor nuclear materials and technologies needed to build nuclear 

weapons will spread. To enhance cooperation SSACs must be open and what more a forerunner in 

providing IAEA, regional organizations and state decision makers support to make sure nuclear non-

proliferation succeeds. 

 

Strong and transparent SSAC with active co-operation with IAEA, regional safeguards system and other 

SSACs is a necessity in fulfilling today’s requirements. It is important to have safeguards agreement and 

additional protocol in force, but even more is needed. Co-operation and exchange of information builds 

confidence and prevents unnecessary work.  

 

The close and interactive co-operation gives an opportunity to establish new routines to include safeguards 

requirements both at national and international level and thus avoiding unforeseen and unpredictable 

obstacles, leading to improving performance in overall safeguards and the global nuclear non-proliferation 

regime.  

 

STUK publishes Annual Safeguards Implementation report in English to inform about its highlights, 

ongoing work, results and findings. Latest report (2009) can be found from STUK’s web site 

(http://www.stuk.fi/julkaisut/stuk-b/stuk-b114.pdf). 
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